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Abstract of An Econometric Rationing Model for the Labour Mar-
ket.

September 1982
H. Meersman
J. Plasmans

In section 1 of this paper Walrasian and effective demands and
supplies are derived, based on a Johansen-type utility function and
a competitive short run C.E.S.-production technology in two labour
inputs: the number of employed people and the number of (average)
working hours per employed person. Since we have 3 markets, 8
quantity rationing regimes occur. The resulting spill-over effects
of these quantity rationing regimes are evaluated.

In the second section, an econometric estimation procedure for
a quantity rationing model with 3 markets is derived, based on
the 2-market estimation method of Gourieroux-Laffont-Mnnfnrt i~oQn ~

`~.,~v a~ .it is proved that, in general, the model is not always statistically
identified. This problem is solved by taking one of the dependent
variables as exogenously determined (in our case: the labour force
participation or the supply of workers).

In the last section, it is assumed that the agents know in theory the
constraints perceived on the other markets, as was the case with the
derivation of the effective demands and supplies in section 1. Then,
the joint likelihood function of the 3-market quantity rationing mo-
del, derived in section 2, is evaluated by means of the spill-over
effects, derived in.section 1. The result is a complete and statis-
tically identified quantity-ratïoning model for 3 markets.
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An Econometric Quantity Rationing Model for the Labour Market

H. Meersman and J. Plasmans,
September 1982

Introduction

Under rigid and exogenous prices, a quantity rationing model (QRM)
is explicitly derived when the labour market has been split into
two submarkets: one market for the number of employed people and
one market for the (average) number of working hours per employed
person. The purpose of this splitting is,among others, to study the im-
pact of a shorter working time and of a growing unemployment in a
non-Walrasian economy.

In this paper we consider a closed economy without any endogenous
tr~éaír~ent of the government. The decisions are taken by consumers
and producers. The (representative) producer supplies the commo-
dities and demands a number of workers and also an average number
of hours of work per worker. The (representative) consumer de-
mands commodities, decides whether or not he will enter the labour
market and supplies a number of hours of work. The representative
producer is supposed to maximise expected profits under a short
run C.E.S.-production technology in both labour inputs. The re-
presentative consumer is supposed to maximise a strongly separable
Johansen-type utility function in commodities, leisure and real
cash balances subject to a budget constraint. The supply of the
number of workers can be basedonalabour force participation model.

Since it is assumed that prices and wages are not sufficiently
flexible to bring the commodity and labour markets into equili-
brium, these may exist excess demand and excess supply in the dif-
ferent markets. Hence, we have to consider effective demand and
supply functions. Following Clower (1965), Barro and Grossman (1976~,,
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Malinvaud (1`~77) and many others we define the "effective" demand (sup-
ply) in a specific market as the demand (supply) taking into account
an economic agent's quantity constraints ("rationings") in all the
other markets('~). If there is no rationing in the other markets, the
effective demand (supply) will coincide with the Walrasian or "notio-
nal" demand (supply).

It is supposed that producers and consumers can be rationed in the
commodity market, in the market for the number of workers and in the
market for the average number of hours of work per worker. Hence,
eight disequilibrium on quantity rationing regimes can be derived (~~).

In section 1 of this paper, the effective demands and supplies for the
resulting rationing regimes are discussed, together with a functional
evaluation of the occurring spill-overs, measuring the effects of a
rationing in an agent's particular market on the demand and supply in
the agent's other markets.

In section 2, an econometric estimation procedure for a QRM with three
markets will be outlined, based on the well-known Gourieroux-Laffont-
Monfort-paper for 2 markets in Econometrica (1980 a).
As was also the case for the 2-market model, the implied 3-market
QRM is not statistically identified. Therefore, the labour force par-
ticipation (supply of workers) is assumed to be determined exogenous-
ly in the system: this asymetry entails statistical identifiability,
as will be shown in section 2.

Finally, in section 3, the results of the ~ previous sections will be
combined. Assuming that each agent knows in theory the quantity con-
straints perceived on the markets, as is implied by the effective de-
mands and supplies in section 1, the joint sample likelihood function,

~ e e ective quantities are sometimes called Clower effective de-
mands (and supplies)", in contrast to "Drèze effective demands (and
supplies"), where the quantity constraint on the agent's~market con-
sidered is also taken account of (see Drèze (1975)).
~~ As also remarked by Sneessens (1981) p. 2, the term "disequili-
brium" can be quite misleading since the Walrasian equilibrium is only one
very special case of equilibrium (with perfectly flexible prices), but
equilibria can also be defined under fixed prices (as was, in fact,
done in our previous paper (1980)).
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derived in section 2, will be evaluated with the help of the spiTl-
ove r effects of section l. A complete and statistically identifiable QRM for
3 markets results.
SYMBOLS

y quantities in the commodity market
xl number of workers
x2 average hours of work per worker

superscript D or S denotes Walrasian demand or supply
superscript D' or S' denotes effective demand or supply
w nominal wage rate
s average coefficient to calculate the producer's contribution

to the Social Security system.
p wholesale price index
pc consumer price index
q average coefficient to calculate the consumer's contribution

to the Sociai Sec:uriiy system.
v average personal income tax rate
z average cost per worker, being indPpendent of the hours of work
M nominal money stock
Realised transactions are indicated by the superscript .

1. Quantity Rationing Regimes, Notional and Effective Quantities
and Spill-over effects.

Considering three not necessarily clearing markets: a commodity
market with volume y, a market for workers with quantity xl and
a market for average hours of work per worker with quantity x2, we
will advocate the principle of voluntary trade, i.e., in our case,
the realised transactions are taken to be the minimum of effective
demand and effective supply.

1.1. The different quantity rationing regimes

As we fiave three markets, there will exist eight possible quantity
rationing (or disequilibrium) regimes which are assembled in the
table below.
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~ I II III IV
~D ~s ~D ~s D~ ~s ~D ~s- y ~ y y- y ~y y- y ~ y y- y ~ y
D' S' - D' S' D' S' - D' S'xl - xi ~ xl xl - xl ~ xl xl ~ xl - xl xl ~ xl - xl

' D' S' D' S' - - D' S' D' S'X2 - X2 ~ X2 X2 ~ X2 - X2 X2 - X2 ~ X2 X ~ X2 - X2

V VI VII VIII
' D' S' - D' S' - D' S' - D' S'y 'Y - Y Y ~Y - Y Y 'Y -Y Y ' Y -Y
~-'xl D~- xl ~ S'xl -xl D'- xl ~ S'xl C'xl S'~ xl -- x D'x ~ S'x - xl l l l

X2
~

- X2 ~ ~x2 ~X2 ~~ X2 - X2 X2 ~- X~ ~ ~x2 ~~ x2 ~ ~x2 - x~
~

~

2

7he above eight quantity rationing regimes, describing the econo-
my when all the three markets are in disequilibrium simultaneous-
ly (otherwise, 27 disequilibrium situations) can also be characte-
rised respectively as:
case I: PCC, case II : PCP, case III : PPC, case IV : PPP,
case V: CCC, case VI : CCP, case VII : CPC and case VIII : CPP.

Here, the first letter indicates the (representative) agent, i.e.,
consumer or producer, who is rationed in the commodity market, the
second letter that agent being rationed in the labour force market
and the third letter the agent being rationed in the working hours
market. Hence, the first quantity rationing regime PCC, denoting
an excess supply in all markets, implies that the producer is only
rationed in the commodity market and that the consumer is being
rati oned i n both labour type markets . I t i s the si tuati on of unem-
ployment and stock formation, i.e. , a Keynesian underuti lisation,
which can be restored by extra expenditures.

If there is now any rationing in a market, this will influence the
demand and supply in the other markets. This influence is called
the spill-over effect (see Patink~n (1949, 1956)). Hence, the con-
cept of a"spill-over" refers to a situation where an economic
agent is forced to revise his notional or desired level of trans-
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actions in one market, once he meets at least one constraint on
the level of his transactions in another market.
An-examele: the producer's spill over effects from the commodity

D' D'axl ax2
market to the labour markets amount to and respectively.

ay ay
When the producer is confronted with a quantity constraint in the
commodity market, this means that he cannot realise his Walrasian
supply. As we have assumed absence of stock formation, the pro-
ducer will have to shift his production below the Walrasian out-
put. Therefore, he will need less labour input. The effective
demand for workers will be smaller than the Walrasian demand. The
same holds for the effective demand for average hours of work per
worker.

Now, a specific QRM will be elaborated and Walrasian and ef-
fective demands and supplies will be deri;~ed,

1.2. Notional and Effective Demands and Supplies

For the (representative) producer, we will consider a stochastic
short run production technology in both labour inputs and for the
(representative) consumer a Johansen-type expected utility indi-
cator will be utilised.

1-2-1- The-eroducer's-side of the model

We consider a representative producer (or body of producers) who
produces each period t ( t-0,...,~) according to a production func-
tion in the number of workers and in the average hours of work per
worker. We assume that the periods between sample points follow
each other fast enough to hold the capital stock fixed for each
period.
We use a CES-production function with Hicks-neutrality:

Yt - Ae~t{Sxlt t (1-d)x2t}-p (1.1)
with d a distribution parameter,p a substitution parameter andu a re-
turns to scal~ parameter. We assume that the production is subject to stochas-
tic influences caused by weather components, deficiencies, breakdowns, etc. If
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the stochastic component is additive we have

yt - yt } ~t

where E(et) is assumed to be zero so that E(yt) - yt
The producer is going to maximise the expected present value of
his net profit over an infinite time horizon. The after-
tax profit in period t is the result of:

i) - The revenue ptyt from selling the output yt at the price pt.

ii)- The labour cost.

The producer has to pay wages wtxltx2t, where wt is the gross

hourly waga rate. He also has to pay payroll taxes. These
contributions are a fraction of the wacles. They are calculated
accordinq to coefficients determined by law.
l,le assume that on average the producer has to pay a
percentage st of the total wage bill wtxltx2t'
There are also employer's contributions which are independent
of the hours of work, but vary with the number of workers(e.g.,
education within the firm, holiday-allo~.vances). bJe assume that
their average cost per worker is zt.
The total labour cost is

(ltst)wtxltx2t } ztxlt (1.3)

iii)-Other costs,like capital (maintenance) costs, net depreciation,

etc., are represented by ct;

iv)- Taxes to be paid over the gross profit Ptyt - wt(1}st)xltx2t
- ztxlt - ct. We assume that the producer pays taxes accor-
ding to an average (company) tax rate ut.

The aftertax profit in period t is ~iven by:

(1-ut){ptyt - wt(lfst)xltx2t - ztxlt - ct} (1.4)

Let kt be the discount factor for period t defined as:
kt :- 1 for t- 0

' -0~0 I~rO for t ~ 0,
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with r~ being the discount rate at the end of period 0.
Then, the present value of the net profit amounts to:

E kt(1-ut){ptyt - wt(ltst)xltx2t - ztx2t - ct}
t-0

and the expected value of this present value of net profits can
be wri tten as : (~)

,„
E{ E kt(1-ut){ptyt - wt(lfst)xltx2t - ztxlt - ct)}}

t-0

- L
t-0

(1-ut){ptE(yt) - wt(lfst)xltx2t - Ztxlt - ct} (1.6)

~- E kt(1-ut){ptyt - wt(ltst)xltx2t - Ztxlt - ct}
t-0

To obtain the Walrasian supply and demand functions of the pro-
ducer, we have to solve the follc.;ing prcg,-a~~~~~ié:

max. ~r - tÉ~ kt(1-ut){ptyt - wt(lfst)xltx2t - ztxlt - ct}

(~)The order of the expectation and summaticn operators E and ~ may becha.n~ecl because of the following general mathematical proper-ties:
- if xl,...,xt are summable in quadratic mean, then E{ É~}-

t-0 -t
t-0 t

- a sufficient (but not necessary!) conditions such that x,..
xt are summable in quadratic mean is that E Ef {xt}

t-~ -
C oo ,

-1 '

If, e.g., the error terms et are independently identically dis-
tributed as et ~'ti'd'ïd(o,QE) and if we define:

ct :- ct t wt(lfst)xltx2t - Ztxltxt : - kt(1-ut)(PtYt - ct),
so that, taking account of (1.2):
xt - kt(1-ut)2(PtYt-2ptytct t ct2) and
E{xt} - kt(1-ut)~{(PtYt - ct)2 f p~6E}. Hence
tÉg,~E{Xt} - tEgkt(1-ut)(ct~ t pzcz 112~

t e) 1so that, using d'Alembert's criterium, this sum is finite: lim kt~t(1-ut)~i
1 t-~

(ct~tpt oÉ)~- ~ 1(because kt~l for t~0), so that the above prope rties are valid.
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s.t. yt - Ae~t {dxlt f ( 1-d)x2t}-p

The first-order conditions of the above programming problem are:
-L pfu ~ptud A u pt yt u e- u xl~ptl) - wt(lfst)x2t } zt (1.8)

f
u(1-d)A-u PtYtpuu e- u xZ~pfl) - wt(ltst)xlt (1.4)

uyt - Ae~t{dxlt f (1-d) xzt}-p

Since ( 1.8) involves a time-dependent additive term in a multi-
plicative expression and we are mainly interested in linearised
models for the further analysis of QRM's, we divide both sides
of (1.8) by the variable costs wt(lfst)x2t and aoproximate

z
ln( t t 1) by a Taylor series expansion around a zero

wt( }st x2t
fixed cost -variable cost ratio per worker~), or

zt ti z tln( wt tst x2t } 1) - wt }st x2t
(1.10)

Solving (1.7-1.9) using (1.10), would still entail hi~n-
ly nonlinear equations however, so that it will be assumed henceforth, that fi-
xe d labour costs per worker are so small with respect to variable labour costs
per worker that they can be neglected without too great imprecision.
The Walrasian quantities in natural logarithms are then derived as:

ln ytw - ~ ln

- u pf2
p u

A t~ ln u-p u-u) ln d-P u-u) ln(1-d)

ln 2 t 2~t -~ ln wt f~ 1 n pt

(1.11)
ln(lfst)

ln x~t - ~ ln A f~ ln U f p-u-u ln d-p 1-u) ln (1-d)

~~Fixed labour costs durin g period t~z ,can be assumed to be small
relative to the total variable lab~ur costs wt(lfst)x2t per
er:iployed person.
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- u}p 1 n 2 f ~ t 1 1 n w f 1 1 n p 1 ln(lfst)
p~) ~ - ~ t ~ t -~

(1.12)

ln x~t - ~ ln A t-~ ln u f p-U-u ln (1-d) - p 1-u) ln d

-p}p-u 1'n 2 f~ t-~u ln wt f~ ln pt -~ ~ln (lfst)
(1.13)

from which it follows that the Walrasian cdmmodity supply is(generally)an
increasing function of the commodity price and a decreasing function
of variable labourcosts and the demand for workers increases when
the variablelabour costs decrease. Finally, the demand
for working hours will decrease when wages increase.

To obtain the effective demand and supply functions we have to con-
C7(~PY' ti'1,P v'atinninn crhn.,,.~ } ~

.J. ,a ~,~i~nicJ .7 epa r Cl l.C 1 y.

i) The producer is rationed in the commodity market (only).
Then, the effective commodity supply coincides with the Wal-
rasian supply and the effective demand for workers and for
hours can be found by solving the following pro-
gramming problem, assuming that the producer knows his res-
trictions on the commodity market (then, he will produce
without in~entory)~).
Max. ~r - E kt(1-ut){ptyt - wt(ltst)xltx2t - ci}~~
{xlt~~x~ } t-0

u
s.t. yt - Ae~t{Sxlt f(1-d) x2t}-p , (1.14)

yt - yt

This yields as effective factor demand equations:

~) In secti on 2 of thi s paper we will also assume tfiat intientnries are ~
allowed (e.g. when the producer does not exactly know his restric-
tions on the commodity market). See also the approach followed
by Gourieroux,Laffont and Monfort (1980 a).

~~;) The term ct stands for ctfztxlt in problem (1.7). `
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~
Í ln x~t - u ln yt - u ln A f p ln 2 f P ln S-~ t (1.15)

~
~

'ln x~t - u ln yt -~ ln A t P ln 2 f p ln (1-S) - u t (1.16)

T

~ ln yt~ - ln yt
~~ ~
L

It is found that spill-over elasticities are equal for both labour
demands:

D' D'al nxlt - 1- a1 nx2t (1.17)
~1 nyt u al nyt

ii) The producer is rationed on the number of workers. Then the
effective demand for workers is equal to the Walrasian demand
and the effective demand for average hours of work per worker
and the effective commodity supply are found as:

Max 1f - E kt(1-ut) {ptYt - wt(1}st)xlt x2t - ct)}{yt,x2t} t-0 ~

s.t. yt - A e~`t{Sxlt t(1-S)x2t} -p (1.18)

Using Lagrange mul ti pl i ers 61 and 62 we get as fi rst order conditions:

pt - ~1 ufp
P -p-1

wt(ltst)x2t - elAe~tUS {S xlt f ( 1-S) x2t} ~ xlt -Q2
ufp

wt(lfst)xlt - 6 1 A e~t U(1-S) {S xlt t(1-S) x2t} p x2t-1

u
yt - Ae~`t{Sxit t (1-S)x2t}- p (1.1~)

xlt - xlt
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~wt(lfst)x2t - PtAe~tuS{dxltpf
-u}p -p-1

(1-d)xZt} p xlt - 02

wt(lfst)xlt - ptAe~tU(1-d){dxltpt
U

yt - Ae~t{dxltPt (1-d)x2tp} p (1.20)

We will use the last two equations to find ys~ and x~~t 2t'
We will have to use first order approximations for

. -Ufp u
(1-d)x2t} p and for{d xltpf(1-~)x2tp}-p

-Utp
(1) Approximation for {dxltp t (1-d)x2t} p

{dX1tPt

.~ x - p
-upP 1 n {dxltp f( 1-d )x2tp} - Ufp 1 n x2t - u}p 1 ri{d ( lt) f 1-d} .

P x2t

Let
x

f(1nX1)
2

x -p
--u}p 1 n~{S ( lt) t 1-d}

P x2t

A fi rst order Taylor approximation around
approximation) gives

x
f(1nX1)

2
- d(utP) ln xlt

x2t

This yields

xlt - x2t ( Kmenta-

u}p S(UtP){Sx1tP t (1-d)x2tp}- P ~ xlt x2t1-S)(u}P)

-utP
(1-d)x2t} p x2t-1

(1.21)
u

(ii) Approximation for {dx -p f (1-S)x -P}-Plt 2t
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-u ln{dx -p t(1-d)x -p} - u ln x - U ln{S(xlt)-p t 1-d}
p lt 2t 2t p x2t

9(lnxlt) -- p ln {d(Xlt)-p t 1- d}
2t 2t

A first order Taylor approximation for xlt - x2t gives

g(lnxlt) - Su ln Xlt
2t 2t

Hence, we have:
u

{Sxltp t (1-d)x2tp}-p ~ xltuSx2t(1-8) (1.22)

Assuming equalities, we have to solve the following two equations:
wt(ltst)xlt - ptAu(1-d)xlts(utP)x~~-1 t (i-d)(,:tp)
yt - Ae~txltu8 x2t(1-S)

This yields:

(1.23)

~ 1 , - n 1 , --~- ~ ~- t t á l n ( lts ` 1,- -

~ 1-d utp - 1.24- á t t a ln xlt ( )

ln yt --lápS ln A- lad U ln u t laa u ln wt t lad)u ln (ltst)

- 1-á u ln pt -~lápdt t utl-á(pt2)} ln xlt (1.25)

wi th Ia: -(utp) (1-S) - p- 1 I
t

Hence, the spill-over elasticities for the effective demand for
hours per worker and for the effective commodity supply are respec-
tively:

~
alnx2t 1-8(utp) and
alnxlt (utp)(1-S)-p-1

alnyt~ utl-d(pt2)}
~t- utp - -p-

(1.26)
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iii) The producer is rationed on the average hours of work per
worker.
Using the same approximations asunder ii) we find:

~
ln xlt -- b in A- b in u- b in d- b t t~ ln wt

f b in (ltst) - b in pt f 1- 1-d utP ln x2t

ln

with

s'
yt

- p d-1 -1 1 n A-~ 1 n u

f~ ln wt f bs ln(ltst) -~ ln pt

- bu ln d t

{ u(Sp t 2S - p-1
ln xZtb

b-- d(utP) - P - 1

so that the spill-over elasticities are respectively:

a ln x~t 1 - (1-8)(ufP)
a ln x2t d (u}P)-P-1

and

d ln yt~ u(dpt2S-p-1)

a ln x2t S(u}p)-p-1

(1.28)

iv) The producer is rationed on the commodity market and on the
number of workers.
Using the Kmenta-approximation we have
ln yt - ln A t at t uS ln xlt f u(1-d) ln x2t

~
ln x2t -- u~1-1---~-j ln A- u~ -d) t fu 1-d)ln yt -~ ln xlt (1.29)

(1.27)

~, p d-I -1

with two spill-over effects involved.
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v) The producer is rationed on the commodity market and on the
average hours of work per worker.
Then, the effective demand for workers is also directly derived
from the CES-production function also using Kr~enta's approximation:

ln x~t -- us ln A- us t f~ ln yt --~ ln x2t (1.30)

also involving two spill-over elasticities.

vi) The producer is rationed on the number of workers and on the
average hours of work per worker.

ln yt~ - ln A t~t t ud ln xlt t u(1-S) ln x2t (1.31) ~
~

where the spill-over elasticities are simply the (linearised) out-
put elasticities with respect to the number of workers and the
average hours of work per worker respectively.

1.2.2. The consumer's side of the model---------------------------------------

We consider a representative consumer (or a body of consumers)

who has for every period t-0,...,~ an instantaneous utility function

U - S1 (yt)al - S2 (x2t)a2 S3 (Mt~pc~t)a3 ( )t al S1 a2 ~2 } á3 S3
1.32

where al, a2, a3 ~ 1

al~ ~2~ ~3 ~ 0

The budget restriction is given by
pc,tyt f Mt -~wt(1-qt)x2t t Nt}(1-vt) t Mt-1 (1.33)

with pc~t the consumer price index
Mt the nominal money stock at the end of period t

qt the average coefficient for calculating the employee's
share of the payroll taxes.

wt the nominal wage rate per hour of work

Nt non-labour income

vt average personal income tax rate
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The utility function for the consumer over tne perioa G,.....,~
is c~iven by

ai

U - E 1tUt
t-0

The factor lt is a discount factor which gives less importance
to future utilities.

provisionally
The labour force participation (LFP) isVassumed to be exogenous.

xlt - LFPt ( see also Meersman and Plasmans (1980),
and section 2of this paper).

pp. 20-32

In order to determine the Walrasian commodity demand and the
supply of average hours of work, we have to solve the following
programming problem:

x

Max U - E 1 t{- (-) --

1-a

t-0 al al a2 S2

} ~3 (MtlPc~t)a3}

a3 ~3
(1.34)

s.t. pc~tyt t Mt -{wt(1-qt)x2t f Nt}(1-vt) } Mt-1

This yields the following functions:~)

yD 1-a 1-a M
- ln Q1 - 3 ln S3 f 3 ln( t )

ln xZt - ln S2

~l yt al S2 x2t a2

ln S3

( )

1-al nc,t

- 1

1-a M
f 3 ln t

1-a2 pc t~

Iln xit - 1nLFPt

(1.35)

The effective demand and supply functions are derived under the
various consumer's rationing schemes.

i) Ti~ié consumer is rationed in the commodity market. Then, the

1-a2 ~c,t

w
ln{ t (I-qt)(1-vt)}

x)Under the assumption that the (Walrasian) money stock is known.See also footnote ~t) on p. 19.
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effective commodity demand is equal to the Walrasian demand~,

D D 1-a3 1-a3 Mt W
In yt~ - ln yt - ln ~1 - ln ~3 f ln (- ) (1.36)

1-al 1-al pC t~

In order to derive the effective supply of hours of work we
make the following assumption.
The rationing on the commodity market is reflected in the money
stock and we assurne :

W
ln Mt - ln (Mt ) t Y1(ln y~ - ln yt)

P ~c,t c,t
Mt W 1-a3

- ln (- ) f Y1 ln ~1 - Y1 ~n ~3Pc~t 1-al

W1-a3 Mt
f Y1 1n ( ) - Y1 lnyt

1-al pc, t

(1.37)

This expression wil now be substituted into the effective supply of
average hours of work:

s 1-a3 1-a3 (1-a3)2ln xzt - ln Q2 f Y1 , ln ~1 -{ t Y1 }ln S1-a2 1-a2 ( 1-al)(1-a2) 3

w
- 1 ln ~

1-a 2

1-a 1-a M W
(1-qt)(1-vt)} f 3{1 f Y1 3} ln ( t )

pc,t 1-a2 1-al pc t~
1-a3

- Y1 1 n yt1-a2

Also

lnxit - 1nLFPt

(1.38)

The demand formoney is in this case always equal to the Walra-
M W

si an quanti ty ( t ).
~,t

x~c) Assuriing that the real lJalrasian money demand can be appro-
ximated by an adaptive expectations model, we can write:

Mt ~ n
W n M t- i ~Ni(-- ) - A ]I ( n ) , wi ? 0, E wi - 1 ( 1 . 39 )

pc,t i-0 c,t-i i-0
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The spill-over elasticity is

1-a3

1

ii) The consumer is rationed by his labour force participation.

Assuming that the number of unemployed people influences the money
stock in the following way:

W
ln(Mt }- ln(Mt ) f Y2(ln LFPt - lnxlt) (1.40)

pc,t pc,t

where an increase ir~ unemployment leads to a decrease in the money
stock, Y2 ~ 0. The resulting effective commodity demand and
effective supply of working hours are:

p, 1-a3 1-a3 Mt
ln yt - ln Q1 - ln Q3 f ln(

1-a~ 1-a, p-. - ~ c,t

- Y2

ln

ln zlt

1-a3
-Y1

1-al

1-a3

1-a2
xZt - ln Q2

1-a3
f

M
ln( t ) f

1-a2 pc t~

and also:

ln xit

If Y2

- ln xit - ln LFPt

is negative,

1-al

ln LFPt - Y2

W
)

~~J

ln { t (1-qt)(1-vt)} (1.41)
Dc,t

ln Q3 -
1-a2

W
Y2

1-a3
1-a 2

f Y

1-a3

1-a3
2 ln LFPt

1-al

ln x
1-a2 lt

the spill-over

i i i) The consu~~~r is rati oned by the

The effective supply of hours

elasticities are both positive.

average hours of work.
is the Walrasian one. To find the

effective commodity demand we will
analogue to (1.40):

P~1 M
ln( t ) - ln( t

h
c,t rc,t

) } Y3(ln x2t

make an accUmptlon that is

- ln x2t) (1.42)
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Then, the effective commodity demand satisfies:
, 1-a 1-a M W 1-a

1 n y~ - 1 n al - 3 1 n f33 f 3 1 n ( t ) f Y3 3 1 n x2t1-al 1-al pc~t 1-al
1-a3

- Y3 ln x2t1-al

1-a 1-a (1-a )2- l n ~ 1 } Y3 3 l n 62 -{ 3 t Y3 3 } l n Q31-al 1-al (1-al)(1-a2)

1-a3 wt 1-a3 1-a3 Mt W
- Y3 ln{ (1-qt)(1-vt)} t {1 t Y3 }ln(~ )

(1-al)(1-a2) Pc~t 1-al 1-az c~t

- Y 1-a3
3 ln x 2t (1.43)1-al

so that the spill over elasticity is -Y31-a3, which is generally po-
1-al

sitive.
Also
1n xit - InLFPt

ln x2t - ln x2t

iv). The consumer is rationed in the commodity market and by the la-
bour force participation rate.
The effective commodity demand is the same as in (1.41). For the
effective supply of working hours, we make the following assumption:

W
ln (Mt )- ln(Mt ) f Y4(ln y~ - ln yt) t Y5(1nLFPt - ln xlt) (1.44)

pc,t Pc,t

Then, the effective supply of hours of work becomes:
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1-a 1 w 1-a M W
ln x2t - ln s2 - 3 ln S3 - ln { t (1-qt)(1-vt) t 3 ln ( t )

1-a2 1-a2 pc~t 1-a2 ~c,t

1-a 1-a 1-a 1-a
t y 4 3 1 n y~ f Y5 3 1 nLFPt - y4 3 1 n yt - Y5 3 1 n x 1 t1-a2 1-a2 1-a2 1-a2

n

1-a2 pc t 1-a2 1-al c t~ p ~
- ln { -- (1-qt)(1-vt)} f {1fY4 } ln ( )

} Y5 3 1nLFP - Y„ 3 - 3 -1-a 1-a 1-a

1-a2 L ' 1-a2 1-a2

We have two spill-over elasticities now:

a ln x2t 1-a3 a ln x2t 1-a3
- - y4 and - - - Y5 (1.46)

a ln yt 1-a2 a ln xlt 1-a2

(1.45)

v) The consumer is rationed in the commodity market and on the average
hours of work.

No influence on LFPt, since it is assumed exogenous.

vi) The consumer is rationed on the LFP and on the average hours of
work. Assuming that:

W
ln (Mt )- ln (Mt ) f Y6(1nLFPt - ln xlt) t Y~(In xlt - ln x2t) (1'4')

pc,t pc,t

1-a3 (1-a3)2 1-a3
S2 -{ f Y4 } ln S3 f Y4 ln S11-a2 (1-al) (1-a2) 1-a2

w t 1-a3 1-a3 Mt W

ln yt - v5 ln xlt

the effective commodity demand can be written as:
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p 1-a3 1-a3 (1-a3)2
ln yt~ - ln S1 t Y~ ln ~2- { f Y~ } ln ~31-al 1-al (1-al)(1-a2)

1-a3 w t
- Y~ ln {-

(1-a-1)(1-a2) p~-,
1-a

t Y6 3 1 nLFPt-
1-al

1-a 1-a M W
(1-qt)(1-vt)} f 3{1 f Y~ 3}ln( t)

1-al 1-a 2 pc ,t

1-a3 1-a

1-al 1-al 2t (1.48)

In the next section, an econometric estimation procedure for an
identified QRM with three markets will be outlined, based on
Gourieroux-Laffont-Monfort (1980a).

2. An Econometric Estimation Procedure for an identified QRM with
3 markets.

Consider again three not necessarily clearing markets with volumes
y, xl and x2 and assume that the realised transactions are equal
to the minimum of effective demand and effective supply. Then,
the estimation procedure runs as follows.

2.1. General outline of the estimation procedure

In a first step, the effective demand and supply functions are
specified as functions of the realised transactions according to
the different quantity rationing regimes.~~
So, for our 3-market case, we have for each regime i(i ~ 1,2
...,8).

ln xlt - Y~ 3 ln x

f Notice that, in general, the supply of workers (LFP) is assumed
to be endogenous.
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- D~ ;

yi t I

S' ~
yi t ~
U'

xilt' - Fi(yt' xlt' x2t) f
S'

xi lt

with yt , xlt and x2t the
workers and working hours

,--

d2it

~2i t

quantities transacted of commodities,
respectively, and 6jit and ~jit (d -

0, 1, 2; i- 1, 2,..... 8; t- 1, 2,...,T) functions of prices
(as, e.g., the nominal
pt, the consumer price
relative contributions

wage rate wt, the wholesale price index
index D the
to

personal income tax rate vt, the
independent of the
riables ( as, e.g.,
riables, etc...).

hours of work
average
zt) and

cost per worker
other exogenous

average
being
va-

income, weather indicators, instrumental va-

Linearising the functions Fi, dji and aji (j - 0, 1, 2; i- 1,
2,...,8) around the corresponding Walrasian quantities and the
exogenously given prices and variables respectively, the right-
hand side vector of (2.1) can be written in simplifying notation
as:

Sjit

~jit j - 0, 1, 2
- BiXit f uit , (2.2)

where Bi is a matrix of unknown parameters, Xit is a vector of

prvd'ui.cr's aiid consumer's
social security st and qt, the

~) Note that 0 stands for the commodity market, 1 for the workers'market and 2 for the number of working hours' market.
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(known) exogenous variables including prices and uit is a 6-
dimensional random vector which density g.

In a second step the realised transactions arederivea trom tne ettective
demands and supplies through the application of the minimum-conditions.
The whole set of equations is solved for (sjit' ~ it)~(~ - D'1, 2). - -~

D'
yit
S'

yit

ajiti

~jitJ j-0,1,2

D'
Xilt
S'

Xilt
D'

xi2t
S'

Xi 2t
L- J

) - BiXit } uit (2.3)

Third, starting from the density of uit, the density ~i of
D' S' D' S' D' S' '-

(yit' ~it' xlit' xlit' x2it' X2it) is derived. Let ~Ji~ be
the Jacobian matrix which corresponds to the underlying trans-
formation, then

D' S' '~i - g(fi(yit,....~x2it) - BiXit))IJi~ ( i-1,2,.....,8) (2.4)
The joint density of the transactions (y, xl, x2) is obtained

by r,umerical integration over the excess quanLiLies uí" all
8 regimes:

ht(Y,xl,x2) - I I I {9(fl(Y~1'~x1,X1,x2,X2)' - BIXlt) IJ1!
y xl x2

} 9(f2(Y,Y,x1,X1,X2,x2)' - 62X2t) ~J21

} 9(f3(Y~Y~X1,x1,x2,X2)' - B3X3t) I J3I (2.5)

f 9(f4(Y~Y,XI~x1~X2,x2)' - 64X4t) ~~4I
} 9(f5(Y~Y~x1~X1~x2,X2)' - 65X5t) IJ5I
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t 9(f6(Y~Y~x1,X1,X2,x2)' - 66X6t) ~~6~
t 9(f~(Y~Y,X1,x1,x2,X2)' - B~X~t) IJ~~

f 9(fg(Y~y~X1~x1,X2,x2)' - B8X8t) (J8~}
dYdX1dX2

Assuming that (yt,xlt,x2t),t - 1,...,T,are independently dis-
tributed for all t, we can construct the likelihood function L

L- I[ ht(Y~ xl~ x2)t - 1
(2.6)

Finally, this function has to be maximised in order to find the
ML-estimates of the parameters.

Now, we have to specify the fi-functions (i-1,2,...,8) for each
of the eight regimes. We will only carry out this exercise for the
first regime . For the other regimes the same procedure should
be follnwed, ~~!hich can be fou;,d i;, ;;éér's~iian and Plasmans (1y~32).

2.2. A detailed specification of the lst quantity rationing regime
(general excess supply: y~~ ~ ys~, x~~ ~ xi~, x~~ ~ x2~)

In section 1 of this paper, examples of effective demand and sup-
ply functions which are linear in natural logarithms of the reali-
sed transactions can be found(under the hypothesis that the agents
know the constraints existing in the various markets). Of course,
alternative specifications (e.g., if inventories are allowed in the
model) may be considered here. Therefore, we will use a more ge-
neral notation. As the consumer is rationed in this regime on the
number of workers and on the average hours of work, and as the pro-
ducer is rationed in the commodity market, we can write according
to (2.1-2.3):
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yD~ - allxl t a21x2 f d
S' S

Y - Y
D'

x 1 - cO lY f S 1 1

S'
X1 - d21x2 } ~11
D'x2 - e01y f d21
S'

x2 - fllxl } ~21

O1

D' - D' - D'with x1:- xl ; x2:- x2 and y:- y.

Th e Wa 1 ra s i a n demands and suppl ies are found by repl aci ng the real i sed
transactions by the Walrasian quantities in the effective demand
(and supply) functions (fundamentai iaentity property).

For the Walrasian commodity supply we may write:

yS - bllx~ t b21 x2 }~O1

so that we have

yD - allxi } a21x2 } SO1
yS - bllx~ f b21xD2 } ~O1
D Sxi - cOly } dll
S S

xl - d21x2 } ~11
D S

x 2 - e01y t S 21
S S

x2 - fllxl } ~21
Solving for yS ~ives

S blldll } b 21d21 } ~Oly - -- -
1 - b11c01 - b21e01

(2 .8)

(2.9)

(2.10)

We finally have the following model
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S'y

D'
- d21x2

D'
- e01y

D'
- f llxl

Solving for

with

t a21x~~ t

b21d21

sol

t ~O1

1 - b11~01 - b21e01

a . - A1
l ~~ l~.~-0,1,2

1

gi ves

0

( b 11~0 ltb 21e01~( 1-b11~01-b21e01) -bll 0

-~O1 0

0

0

0
i n i i, ~. ~. ~ ~,
~~1~ - ~l - "11`'O1 - "21~01~~1 -

-a21

-b21

(2.11)

(2 . 12)

0

0

0 1
i. n
( c, l.S )
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In Meersman-Plasmans (1982), pp. 8-14, the evaluationsof the Ai-
matrices (i - 2,3,...,8) with correspondíng determinants are given.
The first necessity of the resulting model is the proof of statis-
tical identifiability. We will prove in the appendix of this pa-
per that the simpler 2-market model of Gourieroux-Laffont-Monfort
i s not i denti fi ed. Thi s i s, by analogy, al so true for the above
3-market model, which is not worked out in detail, however, in
order to avoid unnecessary elaborations.
Since the identification problem is caused by the similarity be-
tween some regimes, it is argued in the appendix that a sufficient
condition to obtain statistical identifiability of the 3-market
QRM is the exogenisation of the labour force participation rate.

In the sequel of this section, the 3-market QRM will be respeci-
fied with exo~enous su~~ly of the number of workers.

2.3. Estimation Procedure for an identified 3-market QRM

Assuming that the labour participation (LFP) is determined exo-
genously, the effective demand and supply functions, containing
at most two spill-over components and a component being a func-
tion of prices and other exogenous variables, can be derived
following the lines set forth in the first part of this section.
Hence, the set of equations (2.3) can be replaced by:

1i -; D~~
doi ti yt

~oit

~lit

s2it

S'yt I

x~tl t kiLFPt - fi
i

D' (i - 1,2,....,8)
x2t~
S' I

~2it x2t

(2.14~

~
with LFPt - xlt- xlt' and where



~oi t' ~oi t' dli t' ~2i t'
other variables,

Ci are (5 x 5) matrices
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~2it are functions of prices and

of unknown parameters,
ki are 5-dimensional vectors of unknown parameters belonging
to the impact of the workers' supply,

~o i t

dlit - ~iXit } Eit
i

d2i t

~2i t~

~} g

with Ai a matrix of unknown parameters
Xit a vector of exogenous variables, including prices
eit a 5-dimensional random vector with probability densi-
ty g.

The simultaneous density of the transactions yt, xlt and x2t can
be written for each observation period as (see (2.5)):

ht(Y~ xl, x2) - yIXiX~ [g { C1.(Y~Y,xl,x2,x2) tk1LFP-A1X} ~C1~

t 9 { C2.(Y~Y~xl,x2,x2) ~k2LFP-A2X} ~C2~

} 9 { C3.(Y,Y~xl,x2,x2) tk3LFP-A3X} ~C3~

t g

(2.15)

{ C4.(Y~Y~xl,x2,x2) fk4LFP-A4X} ~C4~

{ C5.(Y,Y,xl,x2,x2) tkSLFP-A5X} ~CS~

{ C6(Y~Y~xl,x2,x2 ) tk6LFP-Il6X} ~C6~
t 9{ C~(Y~Y~xl,x2,x2) ~tk7LFP- I1~X} IC~I

T g{ C8(Y~Y,xl~x2,x2)~fk8LFP- A8X} ~C8~~

dy dx i dx2 ( 2. 16 )

~ g
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Again assuming that (yt, xlt, x2t) (t - 1,...,T) are serially
independent~the joint-likelihood function of the sample becomes:

T
L- II ht(Y, xl~ x2)t - 1 (2.17)

Repeating the procedure of the second part of this section and
taki ng into account the property that xs - xs ~- LFPlt lt t' so that the
workers' supply equations are omitted, we can specify the various
Ci-matrices and corresponding determinants, together with the
unknown ki-vectors ín (2.16) for each regime i-1,2,...,8 as
follows:

1 0

C 1
,b11c01~21e01 (1-b11c01-b21e01) -bll

-c01 0 1

-a21

-b21

0

'~ k1-{0}
f

-e01 0 0 1 0 ~

0 0 -fll

wi th

~C1~ - (1 - b11c01 - b21e01) (1 - a21e01 - a11c01)'

0 1

1 0 -a12 0 0

C2-

wi th

0 1 0 0 -b

0 1

0 0

0

0

1

0

(2.18)

2
~,k2-{0}

-c22'
(2.19)

0

1

Í

~C2j - 1 - fllc22 - a12c02'
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C3-

1 0 0

0 1 0

-c01

-a23 0

0 1

-e03 0 0

-f03 0 0 f03a23 1-f03a23

with
~C3~- (1 - a23f03) ( 1 - a23e03)'

1 0 0 0 -a24

0 1 0 0 -b?4

0

-b13

0 (2-20)

-e23

-f13

-a14

-b14 (2.21)

C4-I -c02 0 1 0 -c22 I, k4- I 0

-e03 0 0 1 0 -e13
-f03 0 0 0 1 -f13

with
~C4~ - 1 - f03a24'

1 0 -all -a21 0

0 1 -bll -b21 0

C5- 0 -c05 1 -c25 0 . k5-í0} (2.22)

0 -e05 -e15 1 0

- 0 -f05 -f15 0 1

with

~ k3-

IC~I - 1- bïic25PU5 - c05e25b21 - h21e05 - bll`'05 -`'25C15'
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C6-

k6

C7-

-a12

0 1 0

0 0 1

0 -e05 -e15
0 -f05 -f 15 0 1

with
~C7~ - 1 - c05b13 - c25e17

Cg-

-a14

40}, with iC61- (1 - e05b22 - e15c26) (1 - b22f05 - c26 f15)'

1 0 0

0 0

0

0

0

(1-e05b22-e15c26) (e05b22}e15c26)

-a23

0 1 0 0 0

0

0
-c05 (1-c05b13-c25e17) -c25

0 0 1

0

0

,k7-

-b22

-c26

0

-b13

c05b13}c25e17

-e17

0 -f07 0 0 1 J I 0

1 0 0 0 -a24

0 1 0 0 -b24

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

0 -f07 0 0

-c26
0

1

-, ~

, k8

-b14

0

(2.23)

(2.24)

('L.25)

-e 17

0

wi th

~C8~ - 1 - fp7b24
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If we choose the Narameter values such that all the above deter-
minants are different from zero, we say that the resulting sys-
tem of equations is complete (since, in general, the coherency
conditions are fulfilled, see Gourieroux-Laffont-f,lonfort (1980b)).
We already know from the appendix that the above system is sta-
tistically identifiable in that case.

In the last section of this paper, we will evaluate the Ci- ma-
trices (i-1,2,...,8) and the corresponding determinants accor-
ding to the effective supply and demand functions, derived in
section 1. It is well understood that this evaluation is valid
only in the case that both producers and consumers know the restric-
tions perceived in the various markets. If they do not know their
quantity constraints and, hence, all kinds of stocks will general-
ly occur, a similar evaluation can still be performed straight-
forwardly. Of course, the various specifications would then not be
derived from programming problems as in, e.g., in (1.14), but could
be characterised by a more ad hoc specification in such a case.
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3. A Functional Evaluation of the Sample Likelihood

In this section we evaluate the likelihood function (2.17), where
the parameters involved in the effective supply and demand functions,
derived in section l, are used for the Ci-matrices (~.1~-25).
As stated previously, the basic assumption is that the agents know
the restriction~ perceived on the ( other) markets, then. Since
we have used 7aylor approximations in the expressions for the pro-
ducer's effective supply and demands ( see (1.21) and ( 1.22)), the
fundamental identity property cannot straightforwardly be applied
by writing the Walrasian quantities as effective functions where
the realised transactions are substituted directly by the Walra-
sian quantities.
In order to have Walrasian demand and supply functions whích con-
tain Walrasian quantitíes, we adopt the following procedure.
Deri vi ng 1 npt from the Wal rasi an commodity supply ( 1.11), ln w~ from
the Walrasian demand for working hours ( 1.13) and substitutinq these expressions
in the Walrasian demand for workers ( 1.12), we get:

ln x~t - u ln yt t ln x~t - 2 ln A- 1 ln u~ u- 1 ln (1-d)u -u ~ p -u)

} P--u) ln d t p}-u) ln 2 f 21u ln wt -~ ln Pt
- u2a-u) t{ 21u ln (T t st)

Similarly, deriving ln wt from in x~t (1.12) and ln pt
from in yt (1.11), we get the following expression for the Walrasian
demand for working hours.

ln x2t - u ln yt t

2t p -u) ln

1 n x~t - u 2-~ ) I n A-~ 1 n u

b t p}-u ln 2 t~ ln wt

- 1 ln p f 1 ln (lts )- 2a t
~ t ~ t u -u (3.2)
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Finally, deriving an expression for ln pt from in x~t and for
ln wt from in x~t, we get

1 n yt - u 1 n x~t t u

- U(1-U ln 6 - u(1-up u p u
-~~ 1 n pt f 2u~~ 1 n

ln x2t t?21~u) ln A- 2uu ln u-

ln (1-S) t uP 2u}~-2 ln 2 f~ ln wt

(ltst) t 2(~u~ at (3.3)
If the agents know the restrictions, perceived on the other mar-
kets, we can replace the general functions of the QRM
of section 2, by the corresponding effective supply and demand
functions of consumers and producers of section 1(and (3.1-3)).
The determinants ~Ci~(i-1,2,...,8) can also be computed with the
help of these functions.

Regime 1 was characterised by~following simultaneous equations
system (see (2.111 and (2.1g));

~ D'Y D' D'
allxl } a21x2 } ~O1

S D D
y - bllxl } b21x2 } ~O1
D' D'

xl - cOly } S 11

D' D'
x2 - e01y } d 21

S' D'
x2 - fllxl } a21

(3.4)

After replacing these equations by the corresponding log-linear
functions derived previously, ~ve have

Y ~1-a~~ ln xD~ -6 1-al 1
~

Y~ -a3 ln x~ f s01 (from (1.48))
~-al

1nyS - u ln x~ . ,- D..

1
u

ln yD~ ~- s21

lnx2~ - -Y2(~-á ) ln x~~ f ~212

(from (3.3))

( from ( 1 . 15 ))

(from (1.16 ))

( from ( 1 . 41 ))

(3.5)
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The determinant ~C11 was found to be equal to (1-b11c01-b21e01)
(1-a21e01-a11c01) ( see (2.18)).
Substituting the parametersinvolved in ~3.5), we get:

1 1-a3
~~11--{1 } u 1-al (Y~tY6) }~ ( 3-6 )

which is always different from zero~)

Proceeding in a similar way for the other regimes, we get respec-
tively

1-s 1-a3 1 1-a3
- d 1-a2 Y2 } U8 1-al Y2

1-a3 1 1-a3 1-a3
~ C3 ~-{ 1 f 1-al Y1 U 1-~} { 1 - a Y1 1-á2 y4} ( 3.8 )

1-a3 Y~ (3.9 )~C4~ - 1 t a u 1-S)

~ C5 ~ - -4

~C6~ - 1- 2 dPfd-p) - 1J(1-8)
autap-p-1

~C ~- 1 t a--~2pf2tu)
~ (ufp)(1-d)-p-1

1-a
~CB~ - 1 f u(1 - 8) Y1 3 (3.13)

1-a2

All the above determinants are seen to be different from zero. Hence, we have
obtained a complete and statistically identified QRM, which will be estimated
empirically in a subsequent paper.

~In Meersman and Plasmans (1982) it has been derived that the determinants of
the transition matrices belonging to regimes 1,5 and "1 are zero (~C~~-~CS;-~C~~
-0) ~vhen the producer's problem is described by a Cobb-C~ouglas techrology. In
such a case the corresponding 3 systems of (linearised) equations cannot be solved
uniquely and the system is said to be incomplete. It was found in the above ci-
ted paper that the assumption of a Cobb-Douglas production technology is respon-
sible for this "degeneration".
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Conclusíon
In this paper we have derived a complete and statistically iden-
tifiable QRM for 3 markets based on a Johansen-type utility maxi-
misation process for the consumer anda (short-run) C.E.S.-production
technology in two different labour inputs under competitive pro-
fit maximisation for the producer. The procedure we have used is
a generalisation of the estimation method for two markets in dis-
equilibrium of Gourieroux-Laffont-Monfort (1980a). The latter method
is proved to be non identifiable in general. The identification
problem is solved by taking the labour force participation as an
exogenous variable.
In a subsequent paper, this 3-market-model will be statistically
estimated for the Belgian manufacturing sector.
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Appendix: Statistical identifiability of the Z-market model in Gou-
rieroux-Laffont-Monfort (1980a)

Gourieroux-Laffont-Monfort are giving the following relationship
i n thei r notati on :

dlt, rDltt I
' IS~~lt ~ - 4 A11Í~, ~ lt - ~lXt t ut (see also (2.3))

d ~ i-1 ~ 1 D ~2t ; I 2t

2t 2t

wi th

dit' ~it functions of prices and other variables

Xt a vector of exogenous variables

~ a matrix of unknown parameters
ut a(4x1) random vector having a density g

C1: -{D1~S1, U2~S2} D1 , S1 effective demand and supply
in market 1

C2: - {D1~S1, D2~S2}

C3: -{D1~S1, D2~S2} D2 , S2 effective demand and supply
in market 2

C4: - {D1~S1, D2~S2}
q.C(x)- 1 ~-~ x6.ci,
Ai are matrices of spill-over coefficients

1 - a1~2 a1~2 0 -al

0 1 0 -al ~
0 -a2 1-a2a1 a2(31 (compare with (2.13))

0 -~ 2 0 1
- J
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A2 -

A3

1 0 -al 0
0 1 -~1 0
0 -a2 1 0
0 -Q2 0 1

1 0 -al 0

-T

a2G31 1-a2a1 -Q1 p Í
-a2 0 1 0 ~

-~2 0 al(32 1-a1~2i

-i
.1 0 0 -al ~
p 1 p -Q, ~1 I

-a2

-a2

0 1

0 0

Q1: - min {pl, S1}
Q2: - min {D2, Sz}

The density of ut is given by g(ut)
The density of (Q1, Q2) is

ht (Q1, Q2)

0

1

- rQl fQ2 ~~AlI9(A1{Q1, x~ Q2~ Y}' - ~Xt)

} IALI9(A2{Q1, x~ Y~ Q2}' - llXt)

} IA319(A3{x, Q1, Q2, Y}' - nXt)

} IA4I9(A4{x, Q1, Y, Qz}' - IIXt)} dxdy} (see
also (2.5))

The likelihood function L~(X) satisfies:
T

L~(X) - t~l ht(Q1, Q2)
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wi th

0: -(al, a2, Q1, QZ, ~, ~)' E 0

- {6~1-a1(32~0; 1-aZQ1~0; 1-a1a2~0;

1-Q1Q2~~; al,a2,(31,Q2~0; ~ is a
4xk matrix with k the number of exogenous variables;~6~},

~ is the parameter, defining the probability density of ut.
Let P: -{H~ : Oe ~}, where H~ is the distribution of the sto-
chastic vector with density LD (X). The class, a is said to be
identified by M if

~ al, e2 6~} : el ~ e2 -~ Le (X) ~ Le (X)
1 2

hel(Q1, Q2) ~ he2 (Q1, Q2)

When we write out hel(Q1, Q2) with

l11Xt -~ fi rst row of ~Xt

112Xt ~ second row of ~Xt

and el: - (al,(31,aZ,Q2,~1,~2,~3,~4,~)

h~l(Q1,Q~) -

IQ IQ { (1-a1~2)(1-Qla2)(1-ala2)9
1 2

i-R2Q1fa1Q2Q2t( 1-S2a1)y-114Xt

Q1-a1Q2-A1Xt

a2Q 1Q lf (1-Q la2 ) x-S 1Q2-1~2Xt

-a2Q1tQ2-I13Xt
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t(1-a2R1)9

Q1-a1Q2-n1Xt
x-a1Q2-n2xt
-a2Qlfy-n3Xt
-S2Q1tQ2-n4Xt

(1-als2)xta1S2Q1-a1Q2-n1X

f(1-als2)(1-Sla2)(1-Sls2)9 Q 1-s 1Q2-n2xt
-a2Qlt(1-a2~I)Yta2S1Q2-113Xt

lL~2Q1}Q2-n4Xt

If we consider a parameter set 62~ 61

e2:- (SI~aI,~2,a2,n2,nl,n4,n3)

Then we must have, in order to ub ta~n
he (Q1,Q2) ~ he (Q1,Q2),

1 2
However,hel(Q1,Q2) - he2(Q1,Q2)

}d ;cdy

a statistically identified model, that

as r
~Q1-SIQ2-n2Xt

(1-S a )(1-a S )(I-S S )9`S2a1Qlf(1-als2)x-e1Q2-nlXt
~ 1 2 1 2 1 2 - f-n XS2Q1 Q2 4 t

-a2QIfS1a2Q2t(1-a2s1)Y-n3Xt

x-a1Q2-nlXt
Ql-s1Q2-n2Xt
a2QIfQ2-n3Xt
S2Q1}y-n4Xt
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f(1-Sla2)9
Q1-S1Q2-A2Xt
x-a1Q2-It1Xt
-S2Qlty-~4Xt

-a2Q1tQ2-1~3Xt

x-S1Q2-A2Xt
Q1 a1Q2 ~1Xtt(1'R2a1)9 - -
-S2Q1tQ2-I14X
-a2Qlty-I13Xt

(1-gla2)x t S1a2Q1 - S1Q2 - 1~2Xt

t(1-Rla2)(1-als2)(1-ala2)g 1-a1Q2-I11Xt
-S2Q1 t (1-~2a1)y t S2a1Q2 - 1~4Xt
-a2Q1 t Q2 - l13Xt

}: Xd~~

which is equal to h~ (Q1, Q2), i f we change the parameters i n the argu-
ment of the error density g by permuting the role of the first
and the second component on the one hand and the role of the third
and fourth component on the other hand.
The conclusion is that the 2-market-model in Gourieroux-Laffont-
(~lonfort ( 1980a) is not statistically identified. Hence, exchanging
the demand and supply equations on each market, we have the same den-
sity for the realisations ( Q1, Q2). A statistically identified QRM
could,however,be obtained if the set of exogenous variables is not
the same in both equations. This could, e.g. (a fortiori) be reached
by making either endogenous variable exogenous.

Since a similar (but more elaborate) proof can be followed for our
3-market QRM in section Z, we propose to exogenize the labour force
participation rate determining the workers' supply of labour (which
is already principally determined by exogenous demographic factors
(see Meersman and Plasmans (80), pp. 22-24). Note, however, that
exogenising the workers' supply is sufficient, but in no way neces-
sary for statistical identification of the 3-market QRM!
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